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with it. A good rough method of ascertaining when it is of the proper degree of dampness is to compress some in the hand ; balls of ore should be readily formed in this way, but should be just dry enough to crumble up again. The reason for the addition of water is that perfectly dry chlorine has scarcely any action on metallic gold at ordinary temperatures, and up to a certain point an increase in the amount of water present raises the rate of dissolution of the gold. The limit of the amount of water that can be added is, however, determined by physical conditions, as the" mass must be of loose porous texture in order to permit the gas to permeate readily through every portion of it. The ore is passed through a 4-mesh sieve, and falls into the vat in a light shower. Although left undisturbed as far as possible, the charge must be levelled off with a rake occasionally.
When the vat is filled to within 6 inches of the top, the surface of the ore is made concave or saucer-shaped, higher at the sides than in the middle. The cover, usually of wood, is then lowered on to the vat by means of a chain and pulley, and the rim luted with a mixture of wet clay and sand, or, more usually in former times, with dough. These joints are kept moist during the "gassing " process by wet rags. The gas is introduced through a lead pipe, which is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 141, passing into the vat below the false bottom. A small hole is left in the cover through which the
displaced air may escape, and the issuing gases are tested irom time to time by means of a rag tied to a stick and moistened with dilute ammonia. As soon as chlorine is found to be coining oil! freely, the hole is plugged, but the current of gas is not stopped until after the lapse of one or two hours more, when the charge is supposed to be saturated with the gas, the total time required for the impregnation being usually from five to eight hours.
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Fig. 142.—Wash-Bottle for Chlorine Gas.
Generation of the Chlorine.1—The chlorine is generated in air-tight vessels of lead heated by a water bath and fitted with a stirring apparatus passing through the lid and worked from the outside. The gas necessary for a 3-ton charge of roasted concentrate may be generated in a leaden vessel of 20 inches in diameter and 12 inches deep. The charge for 3 tons of ore consists of 20 to 24 Ibs. of rock salt, 15 to 20 Ibs. of manganese dioxide, containing 70 per cent, of available material, and 35 Ibs. of oil of vitriol of 66° B., diluted with half its weight of water.
The outlet tube is of lead, but connections in pipes are often made by short pieces of indiarubber-tubing, well greased on the inside. These resist the action of chlorine fairly well. The gas is passed through about |- inch of water in the wash-bottle shown in Fig. 142. The use of the wash-bottle is partly to free the chlorine from hydrochloric acid, or other impurities with which it is contaminated, but mainly to give an indication of the rate of flow of the gas. A little hydrochloric acid does no great harm, and in any case some hydrochloric acid is formed in the charge by the
1 See description and figure of the Edwards generator in the section on Miller's chlorine process, Chap. XVIII.

